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SOCIAL PROBLEM
The story started last summer when I followed my grandma’s friend to visit a day care home she visited
every day. They were confined to a room because of their physical inconvenience and were arranged to
repeat the daily routine. There is another social phenomenon, I found many people sitting on the steps
of the square near the office building do not go home, these anxious young people. The constraints
these two generations felt made me think.

URBAN PLAYABILITY

What is the attraction of public space? Why do people like to hang out on crowded high streets? Why
did the briefly closed street celebrations, such as last month’s food truck festival, gather more people?
I became very interested in the street experience, the potential playability of the city, and whether this
kind of play can free us from the constraints of daily life?

SITE ANALYSIS
So I found an extreme case, a huge brutalist building, which used to be an insurance company and now
serves the government, and it’s not only shaped like a square, but it’s divided inside like cutting a cake.
At 8 or 9 o ‘clock at night, it seems that this street is divided into two worlds. The bar and restaurant on
the left hand side is as busy as AS220, and the apartment on the right hand side is as dark and secluded
as 444. But it is located at the intersection of the busy city center, and just meets the target population
of two generations.

CROSS-GENERATIONAL INTERACTION
I once went to international house where I had a pot luck lunch. The old lady who started this non-profit organization in the 1950s used food to bring strangers closer to each other in the city. Therefore, I
used this medium to insert the program related to food into the pause place on the path of each floor,
so as to give more possibilities of interaction to people of the two generations.

36

PLAY STRATEGY

Now that I want to bring urban
playability into the building, I’m
going to look at what features
play has. I found a familiar game
as sample, hide the seek, tag contains the interaction between two
or more people, full of happenstance, waiting for you to explore,
and there is no eternal loser, catch
a person’s character is replaced by
the next. I abstracted these playing characteristics into the space,
and simulated the idle space of
444 into several people playing
hide-and-seek, and completed the
relay-like game of catching people
in the section. Naturally, this trajectory broke the deadlock on the
original grid. Of course I avoided
the fire escapes and kept mess up
to 30% of the space. Select the
path to achieve the most effective
transformation.
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STATEMENT

CHAPTER I
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TO
ELIMINATE
INTERGENERATIONAL
ISOLATION
BY
PROVIDING
A
PLAYFULNESS
TRAJECTORY

ABSTRACT
People of all ages feel from time to time a lack of freedom because of spiritual, physical and material constraints. The young
are anxious about the future, while the old are bound by the
body and both feel the pressure of the social and economic context. The desire to escape the social order makes public space
a window to catharsis. People’s behavior in public spaces like
streets, surrounded by strangers, tends to be more uninhibited.
Playing games embodies several benefits such as the increasing
of one’s imaginative ability, mind-hand coordination, enhancing
of creativity, passing time and ‘play’ characteristics of seeing
and being seen, improvisation, exploration, interaction and
experimenting with persona. The strategy of my interventions
is to translate these abstract words of play into space and to
bring game-like attributes of public space into the interior as a
way to liberate people from their inhibitions. One such gaming
attribute is the “Role Conversion.” One site for an effective play
space is 444 Westminster Street, a large brick brutalize building
in downtown in Providence, RI. In this space, if you assume that
the two rooms are like two people who are playing hide and
seek, one person rotates continuously along with pivot until it
arrives another space location. The new space created by its
recorded trajectory breaks the original grid.
To use the path, the intersection to create a chance for the
strangers of two generations to meet, to observe and interact.
Food as a bridge and communication medium that transcends
the generation gap is inserted in various food programs that attract college students and care for the elderly. Through a newly
inserted path, the students and elderly will explore the different
circulations and will reach their desired destinations to escape
from the rigid order. By providing the freedom of a game, make
a new personal connection, also as a window to eliminate intergenerational isolation.
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“You said there’s a trajectory inside
the building to invite the two generations to come in. How about the office
workers? Who demonstrates this
building? Are you planning to mess up
everything? What will be left? Think
about how to deal with the chaos with
different circulation. Maybe an interlocked workable system.
New interventions will avoid touching
the elevator and mechanical core.
Control the intervention makes up
30% of the whole building. Leave the

MIDTERM
CRITIC
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most of office are still there except I.T.department and some area would be more
open for the new visitors pass through
like a corridor. “

“ I appreciate your challenge to transfer such
a rigid building into so much fun. You use an
urban strategy to achieve this intervention. Your
video photoed in the international house is
powerful evidence, the food is a terrific medium
to connect people.
I go to 444 Westminster street with tons of
times for boarding and review meetings. Even
people love brutalism building they won’t love
this one. It’s really not a welcoming and inviting
public come in. People have no clue about inside. You have a really strong point to invite peo-

FINAL
CRITIC

ple in to create public access. Guiding
people enjoy the city inside out makes
people feel it worth the journey.
For this immersive scene for people to
understand, you should have more rendering about how people pass through
your site with food stops and how this
building visible on the street to emphasize the idea to invite them to go inside.
”
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INTERACT
Recent research has shown
that even if we don’t know
the people we thank and the
people we treat, we can experience the benefits. Even
gratitude and the meager
behavior of strangers can
have a profound impact
on our happiness. Positive
gestures from strangers can
greatly enrich and satisfy the
feelings of our daily lives.”
Sociologists say that our
positive relationship with
strangers is called “short
public social”.

SOCIAL
PROBLEM

The story started
last summer when I
followed my grandma’s friend to visit
a day care house
she visits every day.
They were confined
to a room because
of their physical inconvenience and
were arranged to
repeat the daily
routine.
There is another
social phenomenon, I found many
people sitting on

the steps of the
square near the
office building do
not go home, these
anxious young people. The constraints
these two generations felt made me
think.

PLAYFULNESS
Schiller’s game theory
believes that human life is
suppressed by people’s ideals and freedoms because of
the dual constraints of spirit
and material. Therefore,
people always try to use the
remaining energy to exert
freedom and ideals. This is
the reason for the game.
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People’s playful behavior
constantly develops the
use of urban roads, the
way they meet and the
meaning. The creativity
of the street experience

URBAN
PLAYABILITY

Where the traffic is interrupted, where
the path intersects is a strategic point
at which an observer can enter the
city. Specially and socially stimulating sequences in time and in space
to encourage playing behaviors. For
example, short-term street celebrations, temporarily closing streets in
downtown areas can greatly stimulate
people to play. At the crossroads, a
small space must be shared, and the
distances of strangers with different
life trajectories are drawn closer. This
kind of node running through the
city can be seen as a compression of
time and rhythm, stimulating the fun
reaction of the public.

What is the attraction of public space? Why
do people like to
hang out on crowded high streets?
Why did the briefly
closed street celebrations, such as a
food truck festival,
gather more people? I became very
interested in the
street experience,
the potential playability of the city,
and whether this
kind of play can

free us from the
constraints of daily
life?

confirms that the city is
an ever-expanding story written by different
trajectories that people
walk through in space.
How many kinds of ways
to play, how many kinds
of play.

Games are stimulated by diversity, and
the more they are in different paths,
the easier it is to stimulate people’s
exploration behavior. People’s playful
behavior constantly develops the use
of urban roads, the way they meet
and the meaning. The creativity of the
street experience confirms that the
city is an ever-expanding story written
by different trajectories that people
walk through in space. How many
kinds of ways to play, how many kinds
of play. A variety of interesting things
are rediscovered along the road, and
they are intertwined to form a space.
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The interconnected
circulation routes allow
various social groups to
concentrate in the public space. When people
come and go, they are
more likely to come into
contact with strangers
and get rid of the control

PLAYFULNESS
WITH
GMAE

The game itself is “liberated
from all kinds of society, lust and
psychological constraints” as
a pleasure. Baudelaire’s “City
Loafers” game is reflected in
the pursuit of happiness. “The
wanderer is defined as a person
who constantly seeks impressions and excitement. He turns
laziness into virtue and looks
at the senses more rationally.
important”. Games are usually
interactive, especially in public
places. The separation of games
from everyday life enhances
their awareness of the people
they play with. If play is vital
to us, it should be more widespread, creating a place where

Now that I want to bring
urban playability into
the building, I’m going
to look at what features
play has. I found a familiar game as sample,
hide the seek, tag contains the interaction
between two or more
people, full of happenstance, waiting for you
to explore, and there is
no eternal loser, catch
a person’s character is
replaced by the next. I
abstracted these playing characteristics into
the space, and simulated the idle space of 444
into several people playing hide-and-seek, and
completed the relay-like
game of catching people

in the section. Naturally,
this trajectory broke the
deadlock on the original
grid. Of course I avoided
the fire escapes and kept
mess up to 30% of the
space. Select the path to
achieve the most effective transformation.

mode that governs daily
life. A diverse group of
people, a mix of activities, unpredictability of
their behavior, different
expectations and unfamiliar expressions all
contribute to the lifting
of the constraints.

all ages have the opportunity
to renew themselves, and to restore some of the fun lost after
childhood. The interconnected
circulation routes allow various
social groups to concentrate in
the public space. When people
come and go, they are more
likely to come into contact with
strangers and get rid of the control mode that governs daily life.
A diverse group of people, a mix
of activities, unpredictability of
their behavior, different expectations and unfamiliar expressions
all contribute to the lifting of the
constraints.
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SITE ANALYSIS

CHAPTER II
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RIGID
BRUTALISM
BUILDING
WITH
POTENTIAL
PUBLIC
ACCESS
WAITING
TO
BE
ACTIVED

Site problem
How to break the bondage, break the intergenerational boundary is also
to break the boundary of
this building, destroy the
rigid grids by play
*Intervention makes up
to 30% - retain the original
building user, that is, government employees

BUILT IN 1966
So I found an extreme case, a huge brutalist building, which used to be an insurance company and
now serves the government, and it’s not only
shaped like a square, but it’s divided inside like cutting a cake. At 8 or 9 o ‘clock at night, it seems that
this street is divided into two worlds. The bar and
restaurant on the left hand side is as busy as AS220,
and the apartment on the right hand side is as dark
and secluded as 444. But it is located at the intersection of the busy city center, and just meets the
target population of two generations.
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INTERVIEW
WITH CHRISTOPHER WHO WORKS IN
THE CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT

How you guys eat lunch?
Such as me, I live really close to here so
I usually go home for lunch. Also, the
sink only set up on the second floor, inside the law department, which means
most of us only have a microwave to
heat the food simply.

How about the conference room on the first
floor?
Is it open to the public? Each time I ‘m here it;s
always empty.
It is open to the public during the day. For the office users in this building like me, we have a website can book the room for a gathering party, like
the Christmas celebration.

When it was built?
When The City Planning moved to here?
The magic thing is, my college professor did this
building at F.G.K Architects in 1966. At that time
brutalism is popular, you know, like the 60s. The
whole building used to be an insurance company
they even had a canteen downstairs. You see this
little window (food elevator) is used to transfer
food another one is to transfer their archive. The
City (office) moved to here like 20 years ago since
the insurance company built another building
nearby the river.
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POTENTIAL USER
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The types of buildings that can gather up
to eighty old people to three-year-olds
are comprehensive shopping malls in
China. On the other hand, in our small
town, similar places are more likely to
think of The Place Mall, but the mall
rarely gathers the elderly. More direct
satisfaction with the needs of life is a
food supermarket such as whole foods,
and the fast food McDonald’s next to
it, attracting children, but its location is
obviously unreachable from the walking
distance of the elderly apartment, in
addition, the book can also gather two
Groups, but two in the town, one opposite the library, one near the office area,
ignoring the needs of the elderly.
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STREET ADVANTAGE
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Four elderly apartments, many universities, two office buildings, 444 are
surrounded by people of three ages.
Located in the most prosperous city
center, opposite the crossroads is the
gallery AS220, the largest art event
space, with the back facing the entrance to the elderly apartments. But
being divided by the driveway, a bustling, quiet, closed government building and regular parking lot fueled this
differentiation.
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EXISTING STRUCTURE

This building was born in the
1960s and is the most popular
period in the Brutalism building (50s-90s). The facade is a
reproduction of bare red bricks
plus very exaggerated geometric
windows. The building itself is
square and rigid, and the space
planning is symmetrically like the
crown hall of Mies.
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INTERVENTION

CHAPTER III

027

BRING
URBAN
PLAYABILITY
INTO
THE
BUILDING.
NEW
TRAJECTORY
BROKE
THE
RIGID
GRID.

PLAY STRATEGY
Playing games embodies several benefits such as
the increasing of one’s imaginative ability, mindhand coordination, enhancing of creativity, passing
time and ‘play’ characteristics of seeing and being
seen, improvisation, exploration, interaction and
experimenting with persona. The strategy of my
interventions is to translate these abstract words
of play into space and to bring game-like attributes
of public space into the interior as a way to liberate people from their inhibitions. One such gaming
attribute is the “Role Conversion.” One site for an
effective play space is 444 Westminster Street, a
large brick brutalize building in downtown in Providence, RI. In this space, if you assume that the two
rooms are like two people who are playing hide and
seek, one person rotates continuously along with
pivot until it arrives another space location. The
new space created by its recorded trajectory breaks
the original grid.
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PRECEDENTS
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SLOW HOUSE

STOREFRONT FOR
ART & ARCHITECTURE

NETHERLANDS
EMBASSY

TIENS
TIENS

DS+R

STEVEN HOLL

OMA

TAO

1991
LONG ISLAND
UNITED STATES

1993
NEW YORK
UNITED STATES

2003
BERLIN
GERMANY

2015
BEIJING
CHINA

Designed for a site overlooking Noyak Bay (North Haven,
Long Island), this second home for a private collector is
a continuum that the “visitor” crosses from a door to a
window; from a physical entrance - which is accessed by
car following a curve - to a visual exit. In the model of the
project, the course is interrupted at regular intervals by
slats of glass which expose in negative the programmatic
functions of the spaces, like so many cinematographic
sequences. 1

The project replaced the existing facade with
a series of twelve panels that pivot vertically
or horizontally to open the entire length of the
gallery directly onto the street. The project blurs
the boundary between interior and exterior
and, by placing the panels in different configurations, creates a multitude of different possible
facades. Now regarded as a contemporary architectural landmark, Storefrontís facade is visited
by artists, architects, and students from around
the world. 2

Each area of each layer is connected to a continuous
route, passing through the entire structure, like a curved
indoor avenue. ······ In this case, the trajectory is linear
and more angular... People constantly explore the space,
and each ramp or staircase becomes the focal point or
expansion of the corridor itself and the room. The atmosphere guides you into the corners and gaps of the journey. 3

The design separate the second floor into three
different height. By using light steel structure
and big area of translucent glass, these small
platforms seem floating in the air and make it
very easy for customers to feel the spirally space
sequence.4
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4
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STRATEGY
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01

02

03

04

PICK
POTENTIAL TRAJECTORY
AVOIDING ELEVATOR CORE

CHOOSE THE SPACE NOT IN USE
DUPLICATE BORDER OF SIDE SURFACE

ROTATE 15 DEGREE

CONNECT
A TO B WITH A LINE

05

07

08

09

SELECT SINGLE RAIL CURVE.
SELECT CROSS-SECTION CURVES

“ SWEEP 1 ” TO GET A TRAJECTORY

CUT TRAJECTORY AT 47” HEIGHT /EACH
FLOOR

GET CURVE ON PLAN
VERTICAL EXTRUDE WALL
INTERSECT ORIGINAL BOX WITH EXTRUDED
WALL
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“ROLE CONVERSION”
Abstracted playing characteristics of
HIDE & SEEK into site

06

Simulated the idle space of
444 into several people playing
hide-and-seek, and completed
the relay-like game of catching
people in the section.
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“PLAYFULNESS
TRAJECTORY”

“ The creativity of the street
experience confirms that the
city is an ever-expanding story
written by different trajectories
`that people walk through in
space. ”
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TRAJECTORY

Now that I want to bring
urban playability into the
building, I’m going to look
at what features play has. I
found a familiar game as a
sample, hide the seek, the
tag contains the interaction
between two or more people, full of happenstance,
waiting for you to explore,
and there is no eternal loser,
catch a person’s character is
replaced by the next. I abstracted these playing characteristics into space, and
simulated the idle space of
444 into several people play-
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ing hide-and-seek, and
completed the relay-like
game of catching people
in the section. Naturally,
this trajectory broke the
deadlock on the original
grid. Of course, I avoided
the fire escapes and kept
mess up to 30% of the
space. Select the path to
achieve the most effective
transformation.
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PLAY CHARACTERISTICS

039

1. Look and be seen
All visual connections, such as Siza’s house
setting line of sight can be worn from one
room to another or even the yard or the
restaur`ant in the forest, the parents who
eat can see the children playing on the
grass.
2. Improvisation
Happenstance, representative of the fun
palace, behind the door may be the person
I just met.
3. Exploratory
OMA Berlin Embassy, a complete streamlined view from the bottom to the top of
the city is condensed into the building,
exploring the path, moving the scene, or

Steven Holl that flip The wall gallery, the change
between each inch.
4. Fragment/moment
which hides the music representing different
festival atmospheres into the hanging speakers,
and has different scene conversion experiences
in one room.
5. Character Conversion
An artist inspired by hide-and-seek games, the
game is a bit special, that is, there is no permanent loser, the character has been changing, they use this point to design a device of
momaPS1, people are in the public space with
a mirror In the middle, you are looking at the
opposite person, and the people upstairs are
looking at you through the mirror.
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BEFORE VS AFTER
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MAIN
ENTRANCE

042

043

0

1

BASEMENT

FIRSTFLOOR

MAIN KITCHEN
FOOD DELIVERY

SIDE ENTRANCE CONVINENCE TO ELDERLY HOUSE
BAKERY CLASSROOM
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045

2

3

SECONDFLOOR

THIRDFLOOR

AERIAL VIEW TO STREET INTERSECTION
CITY-VIEW BAR

OFFICE KITCHEN
INTERSECTION GUIDES DIFFERENT CIRCULATIONS
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0

1

BASEMENT

FIRSTFLOOR

MAIN KITCHEN
FOOD DELIVERY

SIDE ENTRANCE CONVINENCE TO ELDERLY HOUSE
BAKERY CLASSROOM

048

049

2

3

SECONDFLOOR

THIRDFLOOR

AERIAL VIEW TO STREET INTERSECTION
CITY-VIEW BAR

OFFICE KITCHEN
INTERSECTION GUIDES DIFFERENT CIRCULATIONS
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CROSS-GENERATIONAL
INTERACTION

I want to connect two groups, one is a
college student in the lost period, and
the other is an elderly person who is
gradually separated by society. I have
had a brief experience in the town’s
international house several times.
The host was also the person who
founded this organization 50 years
ago. She is an older lady older than my
grandmother. The way she connects
strangers is pot. Luck lunch. There are
eighty-eight old people who eat there,
there are students who have finished
classes at the nearby university, and
even immigrant Asian office workers.
I want to use paths and intersections
to create opportunities, observations
and interactions for strangers of two
generations. Just like PROVIDENCE

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE’s approach,
food is used as a bridge and media
across the generation gap to be inserted into the building on Westminster
Street, attracting college students and
caring for the elderly to explore different routes. Establish new personal
connections by providing the possibility of free communication, as well as a
window to eliminate intergenerational
isolation.

Food is used as a bridge and media across
the generation gap to be inserted into the
building. Establish new personal connections by providing the possibility of free
communication, as well as a window to
eliminate intergenerational isolation. Just
like hide&seek with full of happenstance,
waiting for you to explore.
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